CRTypist: Simulating Touchscreen Typing Behavior via Computational Rationality
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ABSTRACT

Touchscreen typing requires coordinating the fingers and visual attention for button-pressing, proofreading, and error correction. Computational models need to account for the associated fast pace, coordination issues, and closed-loop nature of this control problem, which is further complicated by the immense variety of keyboards and users. The paper introduces CRTypist, which generates human-like typing behavior. Its key feature is a reformulation of the supervisory control problem, with the visual attention and motor system being controlled with reference to a working memory representation tracking the text typed thus far. Movement policy is assumed to asymptotically approach optimal performance in line with cognitive and design-related bounds. This flexible model works directly from pixels, without requiring hand-crafted feature engineering for keyboards. It aligns with human data in terms of movements and performance, covers individual differences, and can generalize to diverse keyboard designs. Though limited to skilled typists, the model generates useful estimates of the typing performance achievable under various conditions.

CCS CONCEPTS

• Human-centered computing → User models.
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1 INTRODUCTION

How might computational models help us improve text entry methods for human use? Since the field’s inception in the 1980s, Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) has been in pursuit of models that could illuminate and predict outcomes in typing [15]. Some models predict performance in elementary subtasks, such as selecting keys [12], or visually searching them [44], and choice [53], while some cover compound tasks, such as transcription typing [14, 42, 43, 77]. Successful models would have multiple applications. They could advance the formation of theories of typing and provide insights into usability of prototypes before user testing, and thereby lower the costs of human-centric engineering. They could help improve the accessibility of interfaces by simulating users with different capabilities, which might be hard or impossible to recruit (e.g., [80]). They could be applied to algorithmically design better layouts and drive decoding algorithms that better adapt to users’ movement strategies [29, 92]. Finally, models could serve to support machine learning-based methods by generating datasets using simulations of human behavior [56, 57].

However, one critical challenge that stands unsolved is predicting the effects of changing conditions. To illustrate the importance of this point, imagine Alex, a middle-aged user who types comfortably at around 28 words per minute using one finger on a smartphone:

• Change in performance objectives: How would performance and strategies change if Alex aimed to be more careful and leave fewer errors?
• Change in typing style: What if Alex wants to type faster with two thumbs?
• Change in design: Would switching from QWERTY to an optimized keyboard layout improve Alex’s performance?
• Change in assistive features: If auto-correction was turned on, would Alex’s performance improve or worsen? Would the effectiveness of this feature matter much?
• Change in capabilities: How might deterioration in Alex’s memory abilities affect typing?
Figure 1: CRTypist predicts typing behavior with touchscreen keyboards, running directly from screenshots or software emulators. The simulated finger- and eye-movement trajectories (a) match humans’ (b), including how people shift their attention and correct mistakes (c). Also, the distribution of internal-key intervals (IKIs) produced via CRTypist is similar to the human pattern (d). The model adapts its typing behavior to new conditions by reoptimizing its policy; the examples here reflect two-thumb typing (e), typing with a non-QWERTY layout (f), use of auto-correction (g), and effects of low cognitive ability (h).

Such counterfactual questions are claimed to be at the heart of design [62]. However, available models fare poorly in answering them. They do not include mechanisms that enable them to leap from the set of observations they have been trained on or fitted to. For example, models based on Fitts’ law require reparameterizing regression coefficients ($a$ and $b$), which rely on experimental data [12]. Likewise, cognitive-architecture models such as GOMS and EPIC, and their simplified keystroke-level versions, require handcrafting a new production system, which demands deep empirical insight [36, 42]. Could we machine-learn our way out this? No, not without unprecedented data collection effort. Training datasets typically offer a “snapshot” of user behavior particular to a given device and skill level, yet supervised-learning models struggle with out-of-distribution samples. Although current reinforcement learning-based models can learn policies without human data, existing
typing models [43] have limitations when testing their ability to generalize to out-of-distribution samples. This is because they rely on manually crafted representations of the state and action spaces for any new environment, which we aim to address.

In this paper, we introduce **CRTypist** (Computationally Rational Typist), a computational model that simulates typing behaviors on touchscreens under various conditions (Figure 1). Given a text phrase (target) and a virtual keyboard (design), CRTypist moves the gaze and taps on a touchscreen. It does so in a human-like manner: it makes mistakes and looks up and down the display to detect and correct them. Because it can “see” and “touch” a screen, the researcher does not need to represent the world for it.

To enable CRTypist, we describe a modular and hierarchical model architecture (Figure 2) that supports simulating touchscreen typing and runs directly on screenshots or emulators. The model builds on the theory of computational rationality [63], and extends it as a pixel-based agent. Computational rationality as a theory of interaction predicts that typing behavior can be predicted as optimization within relevant bounds, in particular the design, the user’s capabilities (motor, perceptual, and cognitive), and goals (speed vs. accuracy). The key enabler of the architecture is the supervisory control that a supervisor interacting with an internal environment (cognition), bridging the controller and the touchscreen via a vision module and a finger module. Moreover, it maintains a working memory representation of what it has typed so far. These modules can be trained from pixels to perform pixel-level observation and interaction, which makes the typing simulation more realistic and allows the model to transfer its typing ability to various keyboards regardless of design. The approach goes beyond the previous model [43] in terms of generalizability by incorporating modules trained to work directly from pixels, instead of task-oriented modules like pointing or proofreading.

We report results from a series of experiments. Using comparison with the baseline approach [43] and empirical data [41], we assessed CRTypist’s ability to reproduce human-like one-finger and two-thumb typing behavior. The results indicate that CRTypist performs comparably to, or even more accurately than, the baseline technique regarding typing speed, error correction, and proofreading strategy. Next, exploring the range of typing behavior that our model can address, the model successfully predicted performance across a spectrum of human capabilities. Last, we tested the generalizability of the agent by evaluating CRTypist for real-world keyboard screenshots, and examining how the model captures typing behaviors arising from novel keyboard layouts and an auto-correct feature. The experiments' results highlight the potential that CRTypist offers for real-world environments and showcases its applicability for predicting how human cognition adapts to keyboards with different features. The model is limited to the prediction of performance after practice; it does not yet model skill acquisition.

Our main contribution is a computational model of typing that, for the first time, enables accurate simulation of typing in terms of typing speed and strategies for error correction and proofreading directly from pixels without hand-crafted state representations. The model reproduces a broad range of empirical phenomena in touchscreen typing, including one- vs. two-thumb typing, individual differences, the effects of keyboard design, as well as that of the auto-correction feature. The core technical innovation is a reformulation of the supervisory control problem: here, visual attention and fingers are controlled based on working memory, which continuously updates a time-decaying belief about what has been typed so far. Our architecture is modular and hierarchical: the vision, finger, and working memory modules are trained to a sufficient level of competence, after which they can be utilized with the supervisor. This approach allows flexibility critical for practitioners: The pre-trained model can be run in conditions and on keyboards not contained in the dataset. To facilitate the training and evaluation of this new breed of models, we release a benchmark for touchscreen typing. We also opensource the model that can be downloaded by others and used for evaluation, design, and engineering.¹

## 2 BACKGROUND

This section reviews background knowledge about human touchscreen typing behavior and points out the research gap in the current modeling approaches.

### 2.1 Human Typing on Mobile Touchscreens

**How we type.** Typing is a complex process involving numerous cognitive, perceptual, and motor abilities [78]. Multiple physical and cognitive constraints of human typists come into play: 1) The finger-movement inaccuracies and ambiguities caused by the inherently noisy motor actions [64] necessitate a tradeoff between achieving quick input with greater potential for error and achieving accuracy at the expense of speed [30]. 2) The human visual system has limited information-processing capacity, and only a tiny foveated area of the visual field can be in sharp focus at any given time [17]. 3) Information held in working memory will likely decay over time [72], requiring one to look at the text display to reduce uncertainty about what was typed. 4) Virtual keyboards on mobile touchscreens lack the tactile feedback of physical keyboards [35].

5) Most modern virtual keyboards, such as the iOS keyboard [84] and Google’s Gboard [55], offer auto-correction, completion, and prediction functions that may demand additional attention and selection actions from users.

The combination of these phenomena makes the typing behavior complicated. In touchscreen typing, utilizing the limited resources proves especially challenging because of a conflict rooted in the inherent constraints of human vision [79]: on one hand, the variability in finger movements necessitates continuous visual guidance due to the unpredictability of motor responses [41], yet the same visual attention must be allocated to proofreading the typed text [74]. Users have to divide their visual attention between guiding the motions on the keyboard and proofreading the text entered. Hence, text entry is an optimization challenge for the typist: what is the correct ratio for gazing at the text vs. the keyboard, and how frequently should the gaze shift? A recent study [41] reports that the typists kept their gaze on the keyboard around 70% of the time when entering text with one finger and 60% when using their thumbs. Glances at the text, for proofreading, were interleaved with typing, with roughly four such glances per sentence with a mean length of 20 characters. While this insight is valuable for understanding human hand-eye coordination strategies, it is only a start.

¹https://crtypist.github.io
Figure 2: An overview of the modeling approach. The supervisory control problem is modeled as deciding where to look next and where to move the finger next. The supervisor does not have direct access to the state of the touchscreen – it must rely on an internal environment, which bridges the supervisory controller and touchscreen in conditions of cognitive and physical limitations. Within the internal environment, there are three internal modules: vision moves the gaze and observes the screen from pixels through foveated and peripheral vision; finger obtains a position accordingly and taps on the virtual keyboard; and working memory infers what has been typed thus far, updating the related beliefs, by means of the target text phrase and information from vision and finger. At high level, the supervisor reads working memory and sets goals for vision and finger. The reward $r$ is defined with a speed–accuracy tradeoff: typing correct target phrases as quickly as possible.

How individual differences affect typing. Beyond population-level patterns, typing performance and strategies are influenced by large individual-level differences. The range of typing speeds typically reported, 25–40 words per minute (WPM), points to a wide range of performance capacities among touchscreen typists [66]. Interestingly, while two-thumb typing has been associated with higher speeds, it also results in a higher error rate [5, 60]. Despite this drawback and the increased muscle activity entailed, most individuals generally favor two-thumb typing unless the context or device creates constraints that limit its application [90]. Another pivotal determinant of typing speed is the user’s familiarity with the layout; novices, lacking layout knowledge, often underperform, with speeds as low as 7 WPM, while experts can reach speeds upwards of 29 WPM in controlled settings [40, 44], and as high as 80 WPM in naturalistic ones [66]. Typists also adjust their typing preferences to the situation. When they are free to leave errors in mobile emails [85], they backspace approximately twice per sentence [66]. In contrast, when there is greater emphasis on error avoidance, the frequency of using the Backspace key inevitably rises [41].

How the keyboard design influences typing. The design of touchscreen keyboards has a significant impact on typing behavior. Key size plays a crucial role in improving typing speed and reducing the error rate in touchscreen typing, as Parhi et al. have shown [67]. Layout too is vital, as studies of optimal stylus-keyboard layouts shows [92]: across QWERTY, CHUBON, FITALY, and OPTI keyboards, speeds ranged from 30 to 38 words per minute. In one optimization effort, Oulasvirta et al. [65] designed a new split keyboard layout for two-thumb fast text entry, which minimized thumb-travel distance and maximized alternation between thumbs. In addition to layout, designers frequently employ intelligent text-entry features to enhance efficiency. For instance, an effective auto-correct feature can reduce the time required to manually correct typing errors and raise typing speeds [9]. Typists speed up and move more quickly between keys when less concerned about errors [7, 8]. Hence, accurate word suggestions have been shown to improve both user satisfaction and typing speed [76].

2.2 The Research Gap
Typing was long modeled purely as motor performance [77]. The impact of keys’ size and relative positioning can be effectively predicted via classic approaches such as Fitts’ law [12]. However, these approaches disregard the interaction of human vision and motor system. Although rule-based models such as ACT-R [1] and EPIC [48] can use step-by-step simulation for both eye and finger movements, there are no comprehensive text entry models built on ACT-R or EPIC that consider proofreading and errors. Until recently, the latest study [43] has yielded a computational model for predicting both eye and finger movement via supervisory optimal control, which helps shed light on error correction and proofreading. Though valuable, this state-of-the-art approach still has two major limitations. Firstly, its fixed parameters and task-specific design (for pointing and proofreading) render it unable to simulate diverse behaviors and thus reflect a wide range of individual users. While an ability-based optimization approach [81] might assist in this regard, that still cannot provide a training workflow to integrate with the optimization pipeline. Secondly, generalizability to typing behaviors with various real-world keyboards is lacking, because the existing model uses hand-crafted state-action spaces representing the environment. This limits its real-world usability.

To summarize, existing approaches to modeling touchscreen typing do not support eye–hand movements’ simulation, handling
of individual-level factors, and generalizability at the same time. Generalizability related to keyboard designs remains challenging.

3 CRTYPIST: MODELING TOUCHSCREEN TYPING

We adopted three strategies to design the computational model for generating typing behavior from pixels. These strategies embrace the foundational theory of computational rationality and two overarching design considerations—namely, hierarchical supervisory control and modular architecture.

- **Computational rationality.** The premise of computational rationality posits that humans adopt behaviors that maximize expected utility within given bounds [63]. In our design, these constraints, or bounds, are categorized as external (pertaining to the operation environment) and internal (related to cognitive factors such as visual perception, motor control, and working memory) environment. The supervisory controller does not interact with the screen pixels directly; instead, it focuses on the internal environment representing the intricate interplay of visual and motor coordination during typing.

- **Hierarchical supervisory control.** Hierarchical supervisory control denotes a tiered control system where superior modules set goals for their subordinates. Each sequence of actions from subordinates is integrated into an overall pattern for the higher-level control [71]. Research suggests that humans utilize such hierarchical frameworks to manage the multifaceted challenges encountered in real-world settings, aiding both learning and decision-making [13, 27]. For instance, the role of vision in the hierarchical organization is to help its supervisor observe pixels and guide attention in searching for the text display and keys [89]. Hierarchical architectures are pivotal in machine learning, especially for breaking intricate tasks down into simpler subtasks [10].

- **Modular architecture.** Modularization divides a system into distinct components that function autonomously but can collaborate to reach broader objectives. This principle fosters adaptability and architectural clarity while speeding up the development process [68]. There is evidence that the human cognitive system is modular in nature, with separate modules handling specific cognitive tasks [1, 25]. By adopting a modular architecture, we can adjust modules to imitate certain human abilities. Such modularization has been adopted in machine learning to enhance the efficiency and performance of deep-learning models [3].

Two fundamental principles lie behind these strategies: One is the principle of parsimony ("Entities are not to be multiplied without necessity", William of Occam), which suggests choosing the least complex model that describes the data well [58]. Given the problem space of modeling, we employed only a small number of modules and kept each one as simple as possible. The other principle is glass-box modeling, a fundamental principle behind explainable artificial intelligence [32]. Model transparency helps researchers to understand and access the decision-making processes of the model. Such a level of transparency requires that the model structures’ and modules’ design be consistent with cognitive-science research.

3.1 Problem Formulation

Generating typing behavior on touchscreens is a sequential decision-making problem to control gaze and finger over time. To represent this user’s decision problem accurately, we formulate it as a bounded optimality problem in a partially observable Markov decision process [83]. The typist observes the state \( s \in S \) through \( o \in O \) and performs an action \( a \in A \) to type target phrases. Given the action \( a \in A \) and current state \( s \in S \), the environment (touchscreen device) gets transitioned to a new state \( s' \in S \). The typist receives a reward \( r \) at the end of a typing episode. The following description details the individual terms for capturing the typing task:

- **\( S \)** is the state space, in which a state \( s_t \) is the pixel representation of the touchscreen display at timestep \( t \), including both keyboard and text area.
- **\( O \)** is the observation space, in which an observation \( o_t \) is the information that can be observed by the typist within the cognitive process.
- **\( A \)** is the action space, in which an action \( a \) is behavior the typist can execute, ranging from gaze movements to screen taps.
- **\( r \)** is the reward, which provides feedback from the environment. The reward for typing is defined with a speed-accuracy tradeoff: the goal is to type correct target phrases as quickly as possible.

3.2 Model Design

Drawing from our guiding strategies and the defined problem space, we conceptualize a model premised on human bounds (Fig. 2). Instead of directly interacting with the external environment (touchscreen), the typist’s central controller (supervisor) communicates with an intermediary internal environment molded by human cognitive processes. This internal environment, bridging the typist and touchscreen, generates typing behaviors congruent with human cognitive and physical capabilities and limitations. Within this internal environment, we incorporate three pivotal modules: vision, finger, working memory. Following Occam’s razor, we aim to make each component model as simple as possible. Each module’s design and functionality are elaborated upon in subsequent subsections.

3.2.1 Supervisor. Functioning as the system’s central controller, the supervisor manages the internal environment. It takes in the belief from working memory as well as the \( \theta \) parameters of the internal environment to decide the next action. We consider three parameters in the internal environment: \( E_K \) indicates the encoding time of vision, \( F_K \) represents the accuracy of finger, and \( \lambda \) determines the capability of working memory. They will be introduced in corresponding component parts.

In each typing episode, the policy \( \pi(\theta) \) of the supervisor decides where to look next and where to move the finger next based on the information retrieved from working memory. Specifically, it decides when to deploy the vision for proofreading and when the gaze should be on the keyboard to guide finger movements. It also commands the finger to tap a letter key to complete a phrase or tap backspace for error correction, while also selecting the speed for the finger movement. The gaze and finger movement occur in parallel as the supervisor instruct vision and finger concurrently.
in every timestep. Although the supervisor sets goals for both vision and finger movements concurrently in each timestep, it is important to note that finger and eye movements may not occur simultaneously. If finger is already performing an action in the current timestep, vision can still start moving, and the command to finger is ignored. To ensure a high resolution of simulation, we have set the timestep to 50ms, which is comparable to the time it takes for the eye movement and shorter than finger movement. When the "Enter" key is pressed, the typing session ends and the model receives a reward based on accuracy and time efficiency:

\[ r = w_1 \cdot (1 - cer^2) - w_2 \cdot t \]  

(1)

The first term is a positive reward for accuracy, where \( cer \) is the character error rate [52], indicating the percentage of incorrectly typed characters. It has an exponential power constant \( \alpha \) to encourage correctness. The second term is a constant penalty over time, where \( t \) is the time duration normalized by the length of sentence text. \( w_1 \) and \( w_2 \) are weights to ensure the speed–accuracy tradeoff.

3.2.2 Vision. The vision component interfaces with the external world and is critical for interactive typing. It is responsible for guiding fingers on the keyboard (since the touchscreen keyboard provides no physical feedback) and reading of the text display for proofreading. Because of limits inherent to human vision, such as the high acuity foveal vision being size-limited, the typist needs to move the gaze to gather accurate visual information about the environment’s state. It includes two pixel-based modules to "see" the world: (foveal and peripheral vision, which align with the bounds imposed on the human visual system [22]) and one policy module to control the gaze position.

- Foveal vision module involves a small high-resolution area of the eye’s retina, which can capture information with high visual acuity. When the gaze is on the keyboard, foveal vision can help one see which key it has rested upon; when the gaze is on the text display, the user can read what has been typed there. In the implementation, we first use deep learning-based OCR [54] to recognize text from the pixels of the original screenshot. Then, it crops an image patch \((64 \times 64)\) as the foveal area from the screenshot \((256 \times 455)\) to identify the text and keys present in the patch. The size of the foveal area is approximated when the visual angle is 2 degrees and the distance from the touchscreen is about 16 inches.

- Peripheral vision module, in turn, refers to what is outside the center of foveal vision. While visual acuity and detail perception are reduced in peripheral vision relative to foveal vision, it still provides valuable spatial information about the general layout and arrangement of objects in the environment. In the implementation, the module takes a blurred image of the entire screen as input and uses a CNN-based autoencoder [34] to encode it into a dense vector. This vector represents the overall visual information that can reconstruct the original pixels. Since we do not consider switching the keyboard while typing, the peripheral information remains constant and does not change over time.

- Policy module is the controller for the gaze movement. It takes in the command of a goal (e.g., look at key “a”) as a one-hot vector and outputs the next coordinate position of gaze. It takes the peripheral vision into account as well for making gaze movement decision, and uses foveal vision to ensure it arrives at the correct place. The policy is modeled by a neural network and trained with reinforcement learning. The reward function for vision is \( r = 1 - (\frac{d}{d_{\text{max}}})^{0.4} \), where \( d \) is the distance from the current position to the center of target position, while \( d_{\text{max}} \) represents the maximum distance based on the size of the keyboard.

We compute the vision’s fixation time via the EMMA model [79]. A visual encoding time \( T_{\text{enc}} \) is included, for the duration of encoding a target, such as a key or a typed word.

\[ T_{\text{enc}} = E_K \cdot [-\log f_i] \cdot e^{k\epsilon_i} \]  

(2)

where \( f_i \) represents the frequency of the target being encoded and \( \epsilon_i \) denotes the target’s eccentricity. The constants \( E_K \) and \( k \) influence the scaling of the encoding time and the exponent. We use \( E_K \) as a free parameter that can express the vision’s capability level. A larger \( E_K \) implies the need for more time for visual encoding. Besides the fixation time, we set the time to prepare and execute a saccade for gaze movement to approximately 200 ms [79].

3.2.3 Finger. The finger module emulates the motor control of finger movement, simulating physical touchscreen interactions. Similar to the policy module of vision, the controller of finger is modeled as a neural network that takes in the goal (e.g., tap key “a”) as a one-hot vector and outputs the coordinate position of the fingertip to tap the touchscreen. In addition to its goal, the finger also utilizes visual information from the peripheral vision to determine its movement based on the keyboard’s visual features. The reward function used in finger is identical to the vision policy, with the highest reward being given when finger taps the center of the target.

Movement accuracy, which varies with speed and distance [24], is simulated in the model via the parameterized Weighted Homographic model [51]:

\[ (y - y_0)^{1 - k\alpha} (x - x_0)^{k\alpha} = f_K \]  

(3)

where \( x \) is the movement time of finger, \( y \) is the standard deviation for the finger’s endpoint spread, \( f_K \) is a free parameter that can be adjusted to address finger capability (a smaller \( f_K \) represents more accurate finger movement). This model encourages slow movement for an accurate result. Furthermore, the error gets worse if the finger lacks guidance from vision. Our method adds increasing Gaussian-distributed noise to the finger’s position over the duration without visual guidance.

3.2.4 Working Memory. Finally, working memory serves as a temporary mental storage system that holds information briefly [26, 49, 50]. It is fundamental to the task of typing, not only storing information but also processing it. Specifically, during the process of deciding what to type next, the model preserves details about the target phrase, the text already typed, and its correctness. On the other hand, the purpose of modeling working memory is not only remembering all that has been typed, but also simulating human’s limitation in recall. Specifically, working memory encapsulates the uncertainty about what has been typed [37]. During typing, the correctness and certainty of the text stored in the working memory changes over time, requiring proofreading to ensure accuracy and
efficiency. We designed working memory to follow three stages accordingly [11, 69, 70]:

- **Encoding and Storage.** The module encodes information received from the vision and finger movements into the typed text and stores it in memory. When vision is proofreading, it uses the text from the display as the input text. When vision is on finger’s position, a neural network, which predicts the typed text from vision’s feature and finger’s position, is trained through supervised learning for encoding movement details into text. When vision is on keyboard but not on finger’s position, it directly uses the goal of finger as the input character.

- **Maintenance.** The module maintains the correctness and certainty of the typed text. It measures the correctness of the typed text $P_{\text{correctness}} = 1 - cer$ in memory based on the character error rate $cer$ [52]. As time progresses, the certainty of information stored in memory decreases. We apply a decay model $P_{\text{certainty}} = e^{-\lambda \tau}$ to simulate this process, where $\tau$ is the time elapsed since the last proofreading, and $\lambda$ is the parameter for tuning the capability. A lower $\lambda$ indicates a stronger level of certainty, and $\lambda = 0$ denotes perfect confidence in all time.

- **Retrieval.** Supervisor retrieves information from working memory when making decisions. This happens when a fixation or a tapping occurs, and a decision needs to be made about the next action. Supervisor updates its belief about the text that has been typed so far - this includes both the certainty and the correctness. Additionally, it uses the memory of the text already typed to determine the next character.

Figure 3 illustrates how working memory aids in the simulation of human typing. In the concrete case depicted, modeling human working memory can yield a more complete understanding of the situation than simply observing “snapshots” of gaze and finger movements. An ablation study, presented in depth in the supplementary material, supports this conclusion. It revealed that only the model featuring working memory could generate typing performance similar to the human data.

### 3.3 Training Workflow

We propose a new workflow for training and fitting the computationally rational models. It follows three steps:

1. **Pre-train the components to build the basic human capabilities with the internal environment.**
2. **For individual-level differences and generalizability, train the supervisor policy $\pi$ with randomly sampled cognitive parameters and keyboard screenshots.**
3. **For accurate reproduction of data from humans, fit the cognitive parameters $\theta = (E_K, F_K, \lambda)$ of the model to align the simulated behavior with the empirical data.**

#### 3.3.1 Pre-training for the internal environment

The three modules are pre-trained separately to work with real-world keyboards. Vision is trained to gaze at the correct position when given a random target (e.g., a key or the text display). Finger is trained to move the finger and tap the correct place for a given random key, and Working Memory is trained to predict what has been typed in light of the information from the pre-trained vision and finger. During training, keyboard screenshots are randomly sampled; Goals, such as looking at the key “h” or pointing to the key “a”, are randomly selected; All movements are accompanied by Gaussian-distributed noise. These modules compose the internal environment as the interface between the supervisor and the external environment.

#### 3.3.2 Policy optimization

Step 2 is to train the controller of the model to cover diverse conditions. The output is an optimal policy
π∗ that can type well with different cognitive parameters on as many keyboards as possible. Unlike behavioral cloning [16], which involves the expensive step of collecting large quantities of human data, this step does not require any human data. The policy is trained through interaction with the pixel-based environment and a designed reward. In this step, we randomly sample target typing phrases from a daily mobile typing dataset [85]. The policy optimization employs two loops, randomly sampling keyboard images and cognitive parameters in the outer loop and learning the optimal policy via reinforcement learning in the inner loop. The reinforcement learning algorithm we used is the proximal policy optimization [82] in stable-baselines3 library [73]. Training the model takes about 6 hours on a commodity GPU computer (NVIDIA GeForce RTX 4090).

3.3.3 Parameter fitting. The trained model can sample diverse users from the cognitive parameter space. The purpose of parameter fitting is to find the optimal parameters θ∗ = (E∗ k, P∗ k, A∗) that can let the typist model perform similarly to the average performance of a target user group. In studies 5.1 and 5.2, we followed this step to fit the parameters to benchmark human data, using Bayesian optimization for efficient parameter-fitting. In each iteration, the typist model samples a set of random trajectories, for comparison with human data via the acquisition function F. This acquisition function measures the similarity between generated behavior and human data:

\[ F = \sum_{m \in M} J S(G(m)||H(m)) \]  

where M is the list of typing metrics, including typing speed (in WPM), proofreading (the number of gaze shifts), and error correction (the number of backspaces). JS is the Jansen–Shannon divergence, to measure the distance between two distributions (a symmetric and bounded version of the Kullback–Leibler, or KL, divergence), G(m) and H(m), respectively, are the distribution of the performance m derived from the generated and the human data. Bayesian optimization leads to the optimal parameters θ∗ of the internal environment that fit the target users. The policy with the optimal parameters π∗(θ∗) can generate typing behavior like the target users’.

4 CREATING A BENCHMARK FOR TOUCHSCREEN-TYPING MODELS

This section presents MobileTyping, a benchmark for evaluating and comparing touchscreen-typing models. The benchmark is released as part of the paper and can be adopted and extended by others. The creation of a benchmark for touchscreen typing is essential for two reasons. First, it allows for evaluation of varied touchscreen-typing models and for their comparison, which is crucial for improving HCI models for typing. Second, it provides a standardized set of data that can be used to train and evaluate machine-learning algorithms for HCI purposes.

4.1 Goals for the Benchmark

We identified three major goals for benchmarking touchscreen typing, informed by prior research in the fields of human–computer interaction and machine learning:

- The touchstone of any simulation model lies in its accuracy, which, in this context, refers to the model’s capacity to reliably replicate or forecast human typing actions [18, 47, 51]. An accurate model’s policy aligns closely with human strategies, thereby closely mirroring key metrics and phenomena. Taking accuracy as the first priority for modeling human behavior, we sought performance comparable to humans.
- Typing patterns vary considerably among individuals, in line with factors such as finger precision and memory capacity [80]. Some are fast, some slow; some type with more errors, and some proofread more. For example, elderly users may type slowly in response to forgetfulness and declining motor skills [59]. Modeling these individual-level differences can be important, especially for applications that support a special user group [81]. We aimed to generate varied typing behavior that can reflect a wide range of user populations.
- A generalizable computational model is one that should perform well not only for the specific keyboard it was trained on but also for previously unseen keyboards [33]. A model fitted to a specific keyboard might perform well in a lab setting but have a narrower range of real-world usefulness. Previous solutions displayed this limitation: their requirement for manual feature-engineering for new keyboard designs reduced flexibility [43]. The goal of generalizability requires a model that functions well across varied keyboard designs, layouts, and intelligent features.

4.2 Modeling Tasks and Metrics

To measure how well computational models can reach these goals, we developed the benchmark MobileTyping with human typing data and touchscreen keyboards; see Table 1. The table presents all the modeling tasks, arranged into three categories corresponding to the three goals, and comparisons for human ground truth, the latest OSC model [43], and CRTYPIST. It covers 600 episodes of detail-level gaze and finger movements [41], 18,074 unique users’ sentence-level typing performances [66], and 1,028 newly collected keyboard screenshots from a mobile application market. Although MobileTyping covers a large number of participants and designs, this benchmark might still be only a “snapshot” that future work could improve upon. We describe the three categories of modeling tasks in the following subsections.

4.2.1 Accuracy in generating human-like behavior. The first modeling task is to measure the accuracy of prediction. For this, we utilized a typing dataset from researchers’ detailed finger-tracking and gaze-tracking with 30 participants who transcribed 20 Finnish-language sentences each in a lab environment [41]. That dataset helped us understand how humans decide on speed, proofreading, and error correction in their typing. We compared the model with human data for single-finger and two-thumb typing both (modeling tasks 1.1 and 1.2 in the table). The following six metrics were chosen for evaluating how accurately the models match human data in terms of typing speed, error correction, and proofreading [4, 23, 88].

- **Word per minute (WPM)**. WPM, the most widely used means for assessing typing speed, is computed as the number of standard words (averaging five characters) divided by the time taken [4].
Table 1: MobileTyping: a benchmark for evaluating touchscreen-typing models, including eight modeling tasks with a comparison of models with humans (see details in Sec. 4.2)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Goal</th>
<th>Task</th>
<th>Definition</th>
<th>Metric</th>
<th>Human</th>
<th>OSC [43]</th>
<th>CRTypist</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>Reproduce human-like one-finger typing [41]</td>
<td>WPM</td>
<td>27.2 (3.6)</td>
<td>25.2</td>
<td>28.9 (4.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>IKI</td>
<td>381 (51)</td>
<td>399</td>
<td>366 (30)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Backspaces</td>
<td>2.6 (1.8)</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>2.4 (2.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Error %</td>
<td>0.6 (0.7)</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.1 (0.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Gaze shifts</td>
<td>3.9 (1.5)</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>5.5 (1.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Gaze on kbd</td>
<td>70 (14)</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>71 (4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>Reproduce human-like two-finger typing [41]</td>
<td>WPM</td>
<td>39.3 (10.3)</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>34.8 (6.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>IKI</td>
<td>267 (64)</td>
<td>376</td>
<td>275 (19)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Backspaces</td>
<td>3.6 (2.8)</td>
<td>~0</td>
<td>5.2 (4.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Error %</td>
<td>0.6 (0.9)</td>
<td>&lt;0.5</td>
<td>0.2 (0.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Gaze shifts</td>
<td>3.4 (2.3)</td>
<td>~3</td>
<td>4.6 (1.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Gaze on kbd</td>
<td>60 (16)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>73 (4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>Cover differences in one-finger typing [66]</td>
<td>WPM - Max.</td>
<td>70.9</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>53.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>WPM - Avg.</td>
<td>30.6</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>25.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>WPM - Median.</td>
<td>29.3</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>21.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>WPM - Min.</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>7.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>Predict the effects of aging on typing speed [66]</td>
<td>WPM (10-19)</td>
<td>34.1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>31.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>WPM (20-29)</td>
<td>32.3</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>29.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>WPM (30-39)</td>
<td>29.2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>28.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>WPM (40-49)</td>
<td>24.4</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>27.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>WPM (50-59)</td>
<td>22.2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>25.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>Adjust the speed-accuracy tradeoff [66]</td>
<td>WPM</td>
<td>29.2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>30.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Error %</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Gaze on kbd</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>Simulate one-finger typing on Gboard [66]</td>
<td>WPM</td>
<td>34.8</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>28.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Backspaces</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Gaze shifts</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>4.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>Simulate one-finger typing on Swiftkey [66]</td>
<td>WPM</td>
<td>32.7</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>28.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Backspaces</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>3.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Gaze shifts</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>4.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>Simulate one-finger typing with auto-correct [66]</td>
<td>WPM</td>
<td>33.3</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>34.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Backspaces</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>3.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Gaze shifts</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>3.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Simulate two-finger typing on KALQ keyboard [65]</td>
<td>WPM</td>
<td>40.2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>39.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Backspaces</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>3.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Gaze shifts</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Simulate one-finger typing on CHUBON keyboard [92]</td>
<td>WPM</td>
<td>31.2</td>
<td>~29</td>
<td>30.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Backspaces</td>
<td>2.46</td>
<td>~0.1</td>
<td>3.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Gaze shifts</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>~3.7</td>
<td>3.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.2.2 Expression of individual differences. The second modeling task assists in measuring representation of individual-specific differences. The dataset for benchmarking here is from large-scale collection of mobile text-entry data from numerous participants performing a web-based transcription task [66]. In Table 1, we provide illustrative statistics for typing speed to summarize the spectrum of individual-level variations. We show peak performance with the max typing speed to see how fast a human typist can reach in each condition. For an overview of performance, we also record the average and median typing speeds. Figure 4 shows the distribution of human single-finger and two-thumb typing speed. One major modeling task (2.1 in Table 1) is to check how much of the mass distribution can be captured. This task setting encourages the computational model to not only replicate the median performance but also cover the whole distribution as much as possible. Alongside this, modeling task 2.2 considers individual differences brought on by age-related changes, and 2.3 entails predicting differences in accordance with the speed–accuracy tradeoff.

4.2.3 Generalizability for diverse visual designs, layouts and features. The modeling tasks connected with the last goal involve diverse typing conditions, with different visual designs (3.1), keyboard layouts (3.2), and auto-correction feature (3.3). In the absence of prior modeling of typing with a wide range of real-world keyboards, we constructed a collection of 1,028 screenshots with real-world touch-screen keyboards. The purpose for this new collection was to build a typing testbed for training and evaluating of computational models over diverse keyboard designs. The collection procedure and details of the results can be found in Supplementary Material. Figure 5 presents a gallery of screenshots with a broad range of visual styles. The richness of the large-scale online collection of data from prior work [66] enables probing, in addition, how humans type on three mainstream keyboards: Gboard, SwiftKey, and GO keyboard. Next, we included two novel keyboards also (CHUBON [92] and KALQ [65]), for predicting single-finger and two-thumb typing with novel layouts. Finally, we added data from human typing with an auto-correct feature [66], to reflect intelligent assistance that is commonplace in daily typing. These task settings (see 3.1 to 3.5 in Table 1) can contribute to assessing how well a model’s capturing of typing ability transfers to different conditions.

5 RESULTS
This section presents our evaluation of the model against the tasks defined via MobileTyping (summarized in Table 1).

5.1 Eye and hand movement strategies
Our model demonstrates human-like motion strategies. In particular, it can simulate moment-to-moment eye and finger movements and predict strategies of eye–hand coordination. The simulation results are comparable to empirical typing data (ground truth) [41] and to the output of the latest state-of-the-art OSC approach [43].

5.1.1 Generating human-like single-finger typing. (Task 1.1)
After fitting cognitive parameters (Sec. 3.3.3), CRYPST shows the following human-like behavior as we simulate eye and finger movements (see Fig. 1; Pane a visualizes subject 129 in the the human data; b–c show simulation data; d shows an episode-level comparison on the distribution of internal-key interval (IKI)).
Figure 5: Sample keyboards, representing several categories, from our collection of screenshots in MobileTyping.

1) **Proofreading**: The model has an ability to shift the gaze from the keyboard to the text display to verify what has been written.

2) **Selective focus of gaze**: The model selectively fixates on part of the keyboard instead of all keys tapped.

3) **Error correction**: Correcting typing errors takes place through backspacing.

4) **Parallelism**: Vision and finger get commands concurrently in each timestep, but they do not need to be executed at the same time. The finger can start moving toward the target based on memory of the target position, without fixating on the target. If **vision** is fixating on the target, it can guide the **finger** to land more accurately.

5) **Episode-level similarity**: The predicted finger behavior matches that of humans in terms of typing speed on an episode level.

The model does not simulate full movement trajectories, rather it only simulates the endpoint and the time it takes for the finger or gaze to reach that point, like in earlier work [43]. The interpolation in the figure is solely for a clear visualization. In Figure-c 1, we assume that eye movement is linear [21], while finger movement follows a simple quadratic interpolation that accounts for the time required to home in at the end of the motion [41].

To compare the typing behavior produced by our model to the ground truth and the baseline model, we ran our model with 30 independent episodes (identical to the human data’s and the baseline model’s conditions). These predictions were aggregated for the comparisons. Our model produces results similar to humans’, as shown in Table 1. The WPM, IKI, backspacing, error rate, and gaze-on-keyboard rate fall within one standard deviation of the human data, and the number of gaze shifts falls within two. From comparing the performance of the baseline model and our solution, we conclude that the performance is comparable (see Table 1). Our model outperforms the baseline by the gaze-on-keyboard metric, which the baseline model overestimates relative to the human data.

5.1.2 **Extension to two-thumb typing**. (Task 1.2)

Next, we show how CRTypist performs for two-thumb typing (panel e in Figure 1), which is a popular way of typing on touchscreens [60]. Thanks to its hierarchical and modular design, our model can be easily extended to support two-thumb typing by using two **finger** models, to represent the left and the right thumb. Instead of the constant finger-to-key mapping used in the baseline, we chose a more flexible and realistic implementation: the **finger** closest to the key is assigned to select it, and a physical constraint for no crossing of fingers is introduced. When a target key is selected,
finger} calculates the distance required to move the thumb to tap that key, and then the thumb that requires the shorter movement distance would be selected. Additionally, it ensures that the left thumb is never to the right of the right thumb and vice versa. Compared to single-finger typing, two-thumb typing is significantly faster (with a 5.9 WPM difference, on average). In addition, IKI falls from 366 to 275 on account of the shorter distances traveled by each finger. Finally, the two-thumb model replicates the phenomenon of fewer gaze shifts relative to single-finger conditions. Table 1 shows the quantitative results and the comparison. The two-thumb typing behavior from CRTypist is comparable to humans’, with all metrics falling within one standard deviation from the human data. It performs closer to human data than the baseline approach, especially in Backspace presses.

5.2 Individual differences

Our model can capture users’ differing typing capabilities via adjustable cognitive parameters. That is, CRTypist can generate typing behavior that accounts for individuals’ differences. This subsection addresses the range of behavior our model can cover, then demonstrates how to simulate typing in various ages and with varying performance objectives.

5.2.1 The model’s performance range. (Task 2.1)

The performance range covered by the model can be explored by testing the peak and worst performance. We determine the range of cognitive parameters \( \theta (E_K \in [0, 0.05], F_K \in [0, 0.18], \lambda \in [0, 0.3]) \) by considering empirical data [2, 79, 81]. By setting extreme values to these cognitive parameters, we obtained a maximal and minimal typing speed of 53.9 and 7.6 WPM in one-finger typing and 11.4–64.8 WPM in two-thumb typing. This range indicates that our model can cover 97% of the mass distribution of typing speeds in single-finger and two-thumb typing (see Figure 4). For a better sense of the distribution of the model’s performance, we generated 100 independent typing episodes by randomly sampling parameters from the space. The average and median performance in both one- and two-thumb typing show a right-skewed distribution similar to that of the results from human users.

Figure 6 provides a closer look at the peak and worst performance of the model with one target phrase. The former takes less than four seconds, and the latter consumes around 23 seconds. With high cognitive ability (see Figure 6, pane a), the finger moves rapidly with no errors and the vision continues guiding it, with only rare glances at the text display (gaze-on-keyboard ratio: 93%). When set for low cognitive ability (in pane b), the model applies a strategy of proofreading after each keystroke. Finger movement is slow, to assure of accuracy, and the gaze always takes time to check what has been typed (spending 62% of the time on the keyboard).

Our model cannot cover the tails of the two-tailed distribution (see Figure 4), because of the model’s underlying assumptions, which do not take into account the extremes. For instance, an expert typist may remember the key positions and expedite typing by means of eyes-free text entry [28]. Our model at present does not cover assumptions of this sort. Likewise, it cannot reproduce the performance of users with special needs, such as some who have Parkinson’s disease [86]. This stems from two factors: 1) the error rate for these groups is too high to mesh with our reward function, and 2) the insertion errors they frequently display are not modeled. These issues could be mitigated by revising the reward function to accept a higher error rate and designing a more thorough finger model, with multiple types of errors.

5.2.2 Age-related changes. (Task 2.2)

With another test, we examined individual-specific differences linked to age-related changes. As people grow older, maintenance and processing operations in working memory decline with age [75]. To analyze the effects of decline in working memory on typing speed, we fixed the parameters for vision and finger and fitted the cognitive parameter \( \lambda \) for working memory to data filtered to summarize typing performance by age band. Specifically, we calculated the average performance (by WPM and backspacing) within each band and fitted the cognitive parameters to this “average user.” After parameter fitting to typing speed over different ages, our model can successfully predict the change in typing performance for different age groups (see Table 1). The fitted \( \lambda \) values are 0.0323 (31.0 WPM), 0.0403 (29.8 WPM), 0.1036 (28.7 WPM), 0.2572 (27.1 WPM), and 0.2854 (25.7 WPM). They follow a monotonic trend, thus demonstrating the decline in capacity. A Pearson correlation coefficient was computed to show a linear correlation between typing speed and \( \lambda \) \((r(3) = -0.96, \text{with } p < 0.01)\). The limitation is not considering the change in motor control and vision ability due to aging, which might also have strong correlations with age.

5.2.3 Change in performance objectives. (Task 2.3)

Also, the behavior of touchscreen typists may change as they adjust their performance objectives to the situation at hand. For instance, one may feel more comfortable leaving errors when chatting with friends but type formal letters with greater care. To predict this kind of change in typing behavior, we revised the reward function (Equation 1) and re-train the model. This involves changing the speed–accuracy tradeoff by adjusting weights, which indicates the importance of correctness. In response, when the model typed much faster (speed rose to 30.6 WPM from 28.9 WPM), it made more errors without correction (1.4% rather than 0.1%), and allocated less visual attention to the keyboard (61% instead of 71%).

5.3 Generalizability

CRTypist also has the advantage that its ability can be transferred to unseen keyboards. Below, we evaluate our model with a training and testing set of screenshots, then show how CRTypist adapts to novel keyboard layouts and an auto-correction feature.

5.3.1 Evaluation with real-world touchscreen keyboards. (Task 3.1)

In comparison to preexisting approaches, our model benefits from being able to run simulations for unseen keyboards since it takes the pixels as the input. We tested the transfer capacity of our model with the screenshot collection, splitting it into a training set (28 keyboards, 816 screenshots) and a testing set (10 keyboards, 212 screenshots). CRTypist performs comparably with the training and testing set for typing speed (WPM: \( M = 27.6, SD = 4.5 \) for training vs. \( M = 27.4, SD = 4.4 \) for testing), proofreading (gaze shifts: \( M = 4.8, SD = 1.8 \) vs. \( M = 4.6, SD = 1.9 \)), and error correction (backspaces: \( M = 2.9, SD = 2.7 \) vs. \( M = 3.1, SD = 2.4 \)). The standard deviation of testing-set error rate, at 1.2%, is slightly higher than the training-set one 0.7%; however, both are in an acceptable
range of comparability with human performance. Figure 7 (a–c) demonstrates how the trained model types on three mainstream keyboards included in the testing set: Gboard, SwiftKey, and GO Keyboard. No significant performance differences are visible among these three keyboards. Typing is slightly faster with Gboard than on the other keyboards (see Table 1), which could be due to the larger key size in the Gboard screenshot.

5.3.2 Typing on novel-layout keyboards. (Task 3.2)

Next, we tested how the model adapts to two novel layout keyboards: CHUBON [92] and KALQ [65], for one- and two-thumb typing, respectively. The CHUBON layout is optimized specifically for one-finger typing (frequently used letters are near the middle of the keyboard), and KALQ is a layout with proven ability to improve the efficiency of finger use in two-thumb text entry significantly. As CRTypist was trained on QWERTY keyboard screenshots, it cannot be used on non-QWERTY keyboards directly. Therefore, we re-trained the internal environment to let CRTypist adapt to these two novel layout keyboards.

The aggregate results are listed in Table 1. In simulation of one-finger typing on CHUBON (Figure 7, pane d), the typing speed, at 34.8 WPM, is much higher than that with QWERTY; this is consistent with the empirical result (33.3 WPM). We can observe from Figure 1 (f) that the finger travels shorter distances than in typing with a QWERTY keyboard; When simulating two-thumb typing on KALQ (Figure 7, pane e), CRTypist predicts nearly equal division of work between the thumbs, and alternating between them is rapid, which suggests frequently switching thumbs while typing. In consequence, the average typing speed on KALQ is 39.2 WPM, which is about 2.6 WPM faster than QWERTY’s 36.6 WPM. This speed difference too is in line with that reported from user-study data (4.2 WPM). Note that, because KALQ has two space keys, we removed the space character from the target sentences to address our model’s current restriction of one-to-one character–key mappings.

5.3.3 Auto-correction. (Task 3.3)

Research has shown that auto-correction makes typing faster [9], which is an effect our model, when re-trained with this feature,
Figure 7: Simulation of single-finger typing with the Gboard (a), SwiftKey (b), GO Keyboard (c), and Chubon keyboard (d) interfaces and with two-thumb typing on the KALQ keyboard (e). In typing on the optimized-layout keyboards (d–e), the finger is fast and the vision spends more time on the keyboard, guiding the fingers.
can reproduce. We used the open-source auto-correction model JamSpell [39], which has a roughly 80% fix rate (i.e., 80% of words with errors end up correct). It corrects the typed sentence once a full word gets followed by a terminating character (a space or Enter). Our model predicts typing 2 WPM faster with this feature than without auto-correction. Additionally, the model relies noticeably on the auto-correcting; it engages in less gaze-shifting and backspacing (see Figure 1, pane g).

6 DISCUSSION
From our study results (see the comparisons in Table. 1), we characterize the findings thus:

- Type like a human: Eye and finger movements generated by CRTypist are comparable to those of human typists in terms of typing speed and strategies for error correction and proofreading.
- Support two-thumb typing: The architecture of CRTypist can be extended to support simulating two-thumb typing. The simulated typing performance is closer to human data than the baseline by four metrics.
- Express diverse users: We observed that CRTypist is able to capture a wide range of individual differences in typing speed, from 7.6 to 64.8 WPM, covering 97% of the mass distribution.
- Predict typing across abilities: By adjusting cognitive parameter \( \lambda \) in working memory, CRTypist shows a strong relationship (\( r(3) = -0.96 \), with \( p < 0.01 \)) between the typing performance and decay of working memory.
- Reward changes affect objectives: Altering the reward function in CRTypist yields different performance objectives in the speed–accuracy tradeoff (1.7 WPM faster typing speed and 1.3% increase in error rate).
- Generalize to new QWERTY keyboards: CRTypist can generalize to typing on unseen real-world QWERTY keyboards after training. The behavior is comparable with the typing in the training set by all metrics (within one standard deviation); only the standard deviation of error rate shows a more significant difference in relative terms (1.2% and 0.7%).
- Adapt to novel layouts: CRTypist’s behavior can adapt to novel-layout keyboards. Its 34.8 WPM on CHUBON and 39.2 WPM on KALQ are consistent with the improvement reported in the original papers.
- Adapt to auto-correction: CRTypist predicts the typing performance improves by about 2 WPM when accurate auto-correction is active. This is in line with prior studies’ real-world data.

These results critically build on a key assumption of our model: supervisory control is based on an internal environment (vision, finger, and working memory), which is built over fixations taking place during typing. The internal environment functions as an intermediary between the central controller (supervisor) and the external design (pixels on the touchscreen). This modeling approach allowed us to work directly from pixels without hand-crafted state-action representations. Moreover, separately modeling the underlying cognitive modules opened the door to capturing individual differences by controlling their parameters.

The model offers a significant advancement over existing approaches to modeling touchscreen typing, by simultaneously predicting human-like eye-hand movements, accommodating individual-level factors, and demonstrating generalizability. It successfully produces behavior that adapts to varying conditions tied to individual differences and keyboard designs. These capabilities create the potential for a wide range of applications. Our model could serve as a valuable tool for efficient design evaluation [6], eliminating the need for costly and time-consuming human user tests. For instance, it can facilitate the development of more efficient keyboard layouts to enhance typing speed or evaluate the accessibility of touchscreen keyboards for individuals with disabilities (e.g., those with limited finger accuracy or exhibiting memory impairments), thus promoting accessibility-friendly designs. In addition, the model can simulate typing patterns to develop/refine biometric security measures that exploit keystroke dynamics [38], or simulate player behavior in games that involve text input, thereby enhancing game design and testing [87].

We believe that this model is a leap forward in deploying user models for the text-entry domain. Furthermore, because text entry is plagued by the more general challenge of coordinating limited components (eye-hand coordination), the model’s potential extends to simulating user behavior in other interactive tasks, such as visual search [20], pointing [47], and menu selection [19]. Research putting user simulation to such uses holds great promise and, moreover, is essential for researchers striving to understand the behavior of complex systems in HCI [57]. It shows the potential to contribute to the creation and validation of new HCI theories, enhancing the predictability of design and engineering processes, all while improving accessibility. More concretely, simulation-based evaluation can yield immediate insights related to usability before any user testing. Our work represents an exciting prospect for future research into artificial agents that simulate human-like behavior in HCI.

One avenue for future work is to include further capabilities in our model. Inclusion of reading and memorization capabilities will be especially vital for future work. Currently, CRTypist does not model reading behavior [45] in its vision module, an aspect of typing behavior that significantly affects speed. Additionally, the working memory module does not account for long-term memory [61], chunking [91], or the impact of phrase sets. Doing so could provide valuable knowledge of detail-level patterns in human behavior. Our study lays a solid foundation for future research in all these directions. Better modeling of the internal environment should further improve accuracy and facilitate the development of more effective typing interfaces.

A lot of work remains to extend this approach to account for everyday typing more broadly. First, our current model is limited to predicting performance after practice rather than accounting for skill acquisition. As with human users, who can quickly adapt their typing skills to a new QWERTY keyboard, there is also a learning curve when switching to a new keyboard. The process of learning novel layouts poses challenges [44] that require greater attention. Additionally, we need to understand how supervisory control works in actual typing. In this work, we have assumed that humans command finger and gaze movements concurrently. However, this may not accurately reflect how the human cognitive system functions. Moreover, human behavior can be more varied due to the various
features available on a mobile device, such as multitasking (e.g., typing while reading pop-up notifications), word suggestions [76], and “smart reply” [46]. Further research is required for a comprehensive understanding of these phenomena.
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